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Student’s worksheet 

 
Exercise 1 

In order to find out what you have to do and what is being tested in Part 1 of the Reading paper, go 
through questions 1–5 in pairs. 

1. Look at the sample Reading and Use of English Paper Part 1. What do you have to do in this 
part? Have you checked the example? 

2. Look at the beginning of Part 1. What do you notice first? 

3. What do you notice about the text? 

4. Why are you given the title? 

5. How would you go about doing the task? Would read the text stopping after each gap to read 
the options, or would you read the whole text first? 

 
 

Exercise 2 

Do questions 6 – 8. 

6. Read only the text quickly and ask if there are any words which you do not understand. 

7. Summarise the text orally in pairs. 

8. Decide what type of vocabulary is being tested in each gap. Choose the type of vocabulary from the 
types in the box. 

 

Types of vocabulary Which question(s) test this? 
a. the meaning of individual words/ 

semantic precision 
 

b. fixed phrases/idioms  

c. collocations  

d. phrasal verbs  

e. complementation  

 
9. Answer questions 1–8. You have about 10 minutes. Look carefully at text before and after the gap as 

this will help you choose the correct answer. 

10. Check your answers with the teacher. Be prepared to explain why you have chosen a particular word. 
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Sample Task  

Part 1 
 

For questions 1-8, read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each gap. Mark your 
answers on the separate answer sheet. 

There is an example at the beginning (0). 
 

0 A descriptive B imaginary C fabled D legendary 

 

 
ADVENTURE TRAVEL 

Wilfred Thesiger, the (0) ..D.. explorer once said, ‘We live our lives second-hand.’ Sadly, his words are true 
for far too many of us, as we (1) …. in front of the television, (2) …. in reality television, living our adventures 
through the words and pictures of others. But it does not have to be that way – there are more opportunities 
than ever for taking a break from our increasingly sanitised lives and exploring not only some exotic (3) …. of 
the globe, but also our own abilities and ambitions. The kind of first-hand experience whose loss Thesiger 
laments is still available for anyone willing to forsake the beaten (4) …. and put their mind to (5) …. into the 
less explored regions of this (6) …. planet. 

 
The (7)… in travel in recent years has been towards what is known as adventure travel. But adventure 
doesn’t have to involve physical exertion; be it haggling over a souvenir in Peru, or getting lost in the 
labyrinthine passages of a Moroccan souk, it all (8) … . 

 
1 A droop B slump C sag D plunge 
2 A captivated B gripped C engrossed D riveted 
3 A corner B edge C angle D pocket 
4 A path B road C track D course 
5 A turning out B taking off C making out D dropping off 
6 A wide B diverse C mixed D different 
7 A trend B direction C custom D inclination 
8 A fits B belongs C counts D holds 
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